
H.264 Decoder and Playing Board

● COFDM wirelessly receive video stream input, H.264 decoding, HDMI, AV,
USB/Ethernet simultaneously output video stream

● Low-latency H.264 audio and video decoding and playing board, maximum support
1080P@60 real-time audio and video decoding

● Ethernet input video stream, H.264 decoding HDMI and AV output
● can store received video stream, record files with time information (with RTC

function)

Board Function and Interface

● This Board realizes H.264 video decoding and playback function, maximum support 1080P @60fps
decoding playback, backward compatible with other resolutions and frame rate decoding playback.
The decoding board can be used with the H264 encoding board and the COFDM transmitting and
receiving module to realize the low-latency high-definition digital wireless video transmission
function. The actual test video delay can be about 60ms at 720P@60, and about 60ms at 1080P@60.
The video delay can be about 130ms. The delay refers to the delay from the HDMI video input of the
transmitter to the HDMI video output of the receiver, excluding the delay of the front-end camera of
the transmitter (we measured that the delay of a certain brand of SLR camera is about 70ms, and the
delay of a well-known brand of sports camera is about 130ms).

● Audio and video output interface:

✔ HDMI-A port audio and video output

✔ CVBS (lotus head) AV audio and video output

✔ USB Host interface output to mobile phone or tablet

✔ Ethernet interface output
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✔ audio integrated 1W stereo class D power amplifier, support 1W/8Ωspeaker (Optional)
This decoder board supports HDMI and AV output at the same time and supports demodulated video
stream output to USB or Ethernet interface at the same time.

● Support Mic input audio (optional)
● Support video decryption function (matching with video encryption at the transmitter)
● Parameter configuration serial port (Config UART): It can be connected to a PC or parameter control

panel for parameter configuration, and can also be connected to another host computer for parameter
configuration (such as UAV remote control), Config UART is TTL 3.3v level.

● Transparent data transmission serial port (Data UART), TTL 3.3V level.
● USB Host A-type port

✔ The USB Host interface can be connected to an external U disk/USB hard disk to store video,
and the recorded file has time information. Onboard RTC, system time can be set and saved.

✔ The USB Host interface can be connected to an external smartphone or tablet, and the
demodulated video stream is transmitted to the phone/tablet through the USB interface for
decoding and display.

● TF card interface (for software upgrade and maintenance, data storage, etc.)
● Ethernet port: video input or output interface
● 3 LED lights: power indicator, RF signal receiving indicator, recording indicator
● Dual-Antenna COFDM receiving demodulator module docking interface
● Two buttons: Key1—OSD on/off, Key2—video recording on/off
● Dimensions 109.4 x 86mm (excluding the size of interface devices and connectors protruding from

the edge of the board)
● The thickness of the decoder PCB board is 1.6mm, and the highest front component is less than

15mm, no components on the back
● Power supply voltage: 7V~30V

Board Interface Signal Definition

1) Power input J2 interface:
J2 is a 3PIN 2.54mm spacing socket for power input, supporting 7~30V DC voltage. J2 interface signal

definition:
PIN serial
number

signal name description

1 NC
2 VDD_BAT supports 7~30V DC voltage
3 GNDP power reference ground

2) Config UART connector J22

J22 is a 4PIN 1.25mm pitch horizontal buckle socket, including 1 set of TTL The serial port also
provides a 5V external power supply signal, and the signal definition is shown in the figure below. Users can
also use the leftmost 4 soldering holes on the J22 socket to lead out the 4PIN signal of the parameter serial
port (as shown in the figure below).
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3) Data UART connector J21
J21 is a 3PIN 1.25mm spacing socket, including a set of TTL serial ports, and its signal definition is

shown in the figure below. Users can also use the 3 rightmost soldering holes on the J21 socket to lead out the
3PIN signal of the data serial port (as shown in the figure below).

4) Ethernet interface
The Ethernet interface adopts a 6PIN 1.25mm spacing vertical socket, and its signal definition is shown

in the figure below. The decoder board can output the video stream demodulated by the COFDM wireless
receiving demodulator module to the PC or NVR device through the Ethernet interface for decoding and
playback. The decoder board can also input the H264 video stream through the network port for low-latency
decoding and playback. For different applications of the Ethernet port, it may be necessary to program
different firmware, please contact us if necessary.
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5) LED lights and buttons
There are 3 LED lights on board, which are used to indicate the power supply and communication

status. The definition of each LED light is shown in the table below:
PIN serial
number

signal
name

description Remarks

1 LED3 5V power indicator red light
2 LED2 wireless receiving link work Status indicator

light (lights up after the system is started, and
flashes during normal work.)

Yellow and
green light

3 LED1 recording video indicator (slow flashes
during video recording, otherwise flashes at a
high speed.)

Yellow and
green light

Key2 button is the video recording on/off button (Record button ), long press the button to switch the
status. After the decoder board is powered on and detects the storage device, it will start recording and
recording to the TF card first. If no TF card is inserted, it will record to the U disk. If neither is inserted, no
recording will occur. The recorded video files have time information. Onboard RTC, the system time can be
set and saved through the parameter serial port.

The Key1 button is an on/off button (OSD button) for displaying text information superimposed on the
video screen. When the OSD button status is "OFF", text information will not be superimposed on the video
screen. When the OSD key state is "ON", text information will be superimposed on the video screen. Press
and hold the OSD button to switch the switch state, and the switch state will be power-off and memorized.
When the decoder board is shipped, the default setting is that the OSD display function is off. If you need to
turn on the OSD display function, please use this button to switch the OSD display state.

When the OSD display status is turned on, it will be displayed in red font in the upper left corner of the
output video screen:

RF: 338.0MHz BW: 4.0MHz; RF indicates the central operating frequency point, BW indicates the
operating bandwidth
QPSK CR: 2/3 GI: 1 /16 ; QPSK is the modulation method, CR is the convolution code rate, GI is
the guard interval
AIR: 3.90Mbps ; AIR is the air interface rate
VBR: 3.05Mbps AES OFF ; VBR is the video bit rate, AES OFF means no encryption
SIG1: 27 SIG2: 22 ; SIG1 refers to the received signal strength of the antenna near the HDMI
port, SIG2 refers to another antenna
ber1: 0.14% ber2: 100.00% ;ber1 refers to the receiving bit error rate of the antenna near the HDMI
port, ber2 refers to another antenna
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REC OFF No Storage ; REC OFF means no video storage

When the wireless receiving signal is interrupted, the output video screen will be interrupted (the
screen will automatically recover when the signal is re-received), and it will display:

Decoder Board application

This decoder board can be flexibly used with other modules of our company. The decoder board can be
stacked and assembled with our COFDM receiving and demodulating modules to form COFDM receivers
with different functions, and realize COFDM signal receiving and demodulating and audio and video decoding
output.

1) The decoder board is equipped with our dual-antenna COFDM receiving and demodulating module to form
a complete COFDM receiving and decoding function.
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2) The Config UART interface of our decoder board can be connected to an external serial port control panel
to set operating parameters, such as working frequency band, wireless bandwidth, receiving the password, etc.

3) The decoder board can also input H.264 video stream through the network port for decoding and playback
output, and the software can program the corresponding version of firmware according to user needs. For such
applications, customers in need please contact Sihaida.

4) The decoder board can transmit the COFDM wireless video stream received by our demodulator module to
a PC or NVR device through the network port for decoding and playback. For such applications, customers in
need please contact Sihaida.

5) The decoder board can receive OSD overlay data through the Data UART interface (meeting "our OSD
overlay protocol"), and superimpose and display the received OSD overlay data on the video screen in text
form. If the user needs to use this function, please contact us to provide a detailed document.
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